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INDEX
Accomplishments, hiring for past,

96–97
Action:

driven by conversation,
214–217

talk vs. for outcomes, 11–12
Actionable strategies, 10–11
Action plans, 21
Activities, metrics for, 34
Advanced degrees, hiring for, 97
Advancement:

hiring for past, 97–98
when hiring stars, 100

Age, and impostor syndrome,
154–155

Agreement, passive, 183
Ambition, in hiring, 100
Anecdotal metrics, 45
Animals in Translation (Temple

Grandin), 38
Are you a good manager? (test),

75–76
Authenticity, 154–156

“The Barometer Question,”
95–96

Beckhard, Richard, xiv
Beliefs, discussing, 121–122
Blank-sheet org charts, 79–89

business motivation for, 79–81
fitting personnel into, 83–85
innovation vs. legacy in, 87–88

job elimination with, 85–86
personal strengths considered
in, 86–87

process of creating, 81–83
redefining personal role in,
88–89

Blogs, 223–224
Branding, 130–131
“Brown bags,” 224
Bullies, 106
Business motivation, 79–81
Busyness:
and ruthless priorities, 168–169
and scaling, 167–168

Buy-in, initial, 228–231

Capacity, 109–118
and continual growth, 110
delegation for developing,
114–116

and feedback, 112–114
and focus on detail, 177
in hiring, 92–93
learning from failure, 116–118
and performance management,
110–112

of team members, 73
Change:
in business environment,
129–130

transformation vs., xiv–xv
Churchill, Winston, 149
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Clarity:
about performance

expectations, 111–114
and conflict, 181–182
of team members, 72–73
in work-at-home policies, 134

Command, consensus vs.,
193–194

Commitment:
and consistency, 166
to new transformation,

164–166
to ruthless priorities, 165–166

Communication(s):
about new strategies, xviii
about ruthless priorities,

173–174
conversation vs., 211–212
cross-functional, 45
improving, for virtual teams,

137–138
information sharing with

structured, 248
telling vs., 210–211
with timelines, 29–30
top-down, see Top-down

communications
Complexity, 39
Concrete conversations, 18–23
Conference calls, 140–141
Conflict, 179–186
caused by concrete

conversations, 22–23
and clarity, 181–182
over resources, 49
over ruthless priorities,

174
resolving necessary, 182–184

and trade-off decisions,
184–186

and unresolved issues, 179–181
Consensus, command vs.,

193–194
Consequences, 197–206

and behavior of leaders,
201–203

enforcing, 199–201
importance of, 205–206
lack of, 197–199
and tracking performance,
203–205

Consistency:
and commitment, 166
in regular updates, 233
in top-down communications,
234–235

and uncertainty, 180–181
“Constraints on Variables in

Syntax” (John R. Ross),
56n

Contests, as incentives, 222–223
Context, setting, 228–229
Control points:

for communication, 211–212
details vs., 175–176
in performance tracking, 205
selection of, for metrics, 40–44
tracking status with, 126–127

Conversation(s), 209–218
about job performance, 104
action driven by, 214–217
for blank-sheet org charts, 83
communication vs., 211–212
concrete, 18–23
difficult, and consequences,
199–200
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forward momentum created by,
212–214

telling vs. communication,
210–211

unstructured, seeUnstructured
conversation

Core truths, 156
Cortés, Hernán, 161
Cost(s):

of study and data requests,
191–192

of transformation, 49–52
Creative problem-solving,

95–96
Creativity, and clarity, 183–184
Cross-functional communication,

45
Customer service metrics, 34–36

Dannemiller, Kathie, xiv
Data, discussing in meetings, 128
Debate phase, in decision making,

194–195
Decision making, 187–195

consensus vs. command in,
193–194

debate vs. go phases in,
194–195

engaging in, 188–190
feedback in, 190–191
letting personnel practice,
116

requests that stall, 191–192
Delegation:

for developing capacity,
114–116

of power, 261
Details, 175–178

and control points, 42–43
focus on, 175–176
metrics for, 34
need to control, 176–178
in performance tracking,
205

in situation discussions, 12
in status meetings, 125, 126
tracking outcomes vs., 178

Difficult conversations, 199–200
Dogsleds, 71

Ego, and listening, 240
End goals:
actionable strategies vs., 10–11
and mid-term checkpoints,
25–26

strategies vs., 5–6
Enemies, 61–64
Enforcing consequences, 199–201
Engagement, 143–148
and job importance, 146–147
of leaders, 144–145, 235–236
and mission statement, 144
and regular updates, 234
and treatment of personnel,
258–259

and unstructured conversation,
121–124

in virtual meetings, 139
Enthusiasm, 219–225
creating, 220–221
during Middle, 221–225

Everyone (MOVE model),
207–262

defining, xviii
information sharing by,
246–247
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Execution:
consequences for lack of,

197–198
importance of clarity to,

181–182
leaders’ role in, 6–7
leaders setting standards for,

201–203
management of, 205–206
strategy necessary for, xii–xiii
teams’ role in, 7–8

Executive requests, 191–192
Expense reduction, 59–60
Expense targets, see Revenue and

expense targets
Experience:
hiring for past, 97–98
past, of personnel, 106–107
of stars, 99–101

Experts, 157–159

Failure:
failing quickly, 190–191
learning from, 116–118

Fear, 151–160
and authenticity, 154–156
and leadership, 151–152
mentors and experts to reduce,

157–159
as normal, 153–154
and parallel universe exercise,

159–160
Feedback:
on blank-sheet org charts,

83
and capacity, 112–114
in decision making, 190–191

Flexibility, in scheduling, 136

Forward momentum, 161–166
and commitment to new
transformation, 164–166

concrete conversations to drive,
18–23

created by conversation,
212–214

lack of, in situation discussions,
12

maintaining, with mid-term
checkpoints, 25–31

and motivation, 161–164
of team members, 72

FORWARD program, 75

Gilbert, Elizabeth, 153
Gladwell, Malcolm, 201
Gleicher, David, xiv
“Gleicher’s formula,” xiv
Google, 170, 177–178
Go phase, in decision making,

194–195
Grandin, Temple, 38, 39
Growth, continual, 110, 130

Habits, discussing in meetings,
128–129

Heifer International, 219–220
Help, getting, 157–159
Hiring, 91–102

hiring mistakes, 96–99
hiring stars, 99–102
process of, 91–96

HP OpenView, 212, 234

Ideas, from listening, 239–241
“Imagined power,” 254–255
Impostor syndrome, 154–155
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Incentives:
contests as, 222–223
physical, 221–222

Informal communications,
232

Informal gatherings, 224
Information:

from concrete conversations,
21

in situation discussions, 12
Information sharing, 245–251

about scope and cost of
transformation, 49–52

across silos, 246
by everyone, 246–247
with internal social sharing
tools, 248–250

with regular updates, 231
by remote personnel, 142
with structured
communication, 248

Initial buy-in, 228–231
Innovation, 87–88
Intelligence, in hiring, 100–101
Intentions, and motivation,

104–105
Internal social sharing tools:

blogs, 223–224
for building virtual teams, 137
information sharing with,
248–250

IT department, 147

James, William, 56–57
Job elimination:

with blank-sheet org charts,
85–86

and expense reduction, 58

proactively dealing with, 76–77
Job identification and

specification, 82
Job importance:
and consequences, 198–199
and engagement, 146–147

Jordan, Scott, 203–205

Laughter, in meetings, 131
Leaders:
commitment of, to
transformation process,
164–166

and consequences, 200–203
engagement of, 144–145
indecision by, 189
and managers, xii
openness of, 257
performance management by,
112–113

role of, in transformations, 6–7,
76

on virtual and remote teams,
139–142

Leadership:
and fear, 151–152
value of personal, 7

Leadership team:
selection of right, 69
top-down communications by,
235–236

Legacy, 87–88
Listening, 237–243
finding ideas by, 239–241
to personnel, 237–239
prioritizing, 241–242
resistance to, 242–243

Loyalty, 253
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Managers:
and leaders, xii
process, 203–205
and teams, 74–76

Meaning:
creating, 145
as motivation, 143, 146

Meetings:
being on time for, 202–203
laughter in, 131
status, see Status meetings
strategies for productive,

127–131
virtual, 138–139

Mentors:
reduce fear with, 157–159
in transformation, 64

Metrics, 33–45
anecdotal, 45
cross-functional

communication, 45
good vs. bad, 34–37
selection of appropriate, 37–40
selection of control points for,

40–44
Microsoft, 177–178
Middle (MOVE model), 1–65
defining, xvi
enthusiasm during, 221–225
fear in, 160

Mid-term checkpoints, 25–31
effects of using, 27–29
focus on, 25–27
timeline for, 29–30

Milestones, celebrating, 224–225
Mission statement, 144
Monmouth University, 247–250
Montana Meth Project, 222–223

Motivation(s):
for blank-sheet org charts,
79–81

and consequences, 198–199
creating, 40–42
discovering, with personnel
management, 258–259

and expense reduction, 58
from failure, 117
following transformation
kick-off, 3–4

and forward momentum,
161–164

improved, with regular updates,
232

and intentions, 104–105
meaning as, 143, 146
of team members, 73–74
for virtual and remote teams,
136–139

MOVE model, xvi–xviii

Networking, for remote
personnel, 142

New York City, 201
“Next thing,” 15

Openness, of leaders, 257
Optimizers, 88
Organization (MOVE model),

xvii, 67–148
Outcomes, 9–23

actionable strategies needed
for, 10–11

on blank-sheet org charts, 82
clarity for, 182–183
concrete conversations for,
18–23
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describing results for, 15–16
discussing, in staff meetings,
127–128

“next thing” vs., 15
for organizational changes,
79–80

selection of metrics for, 34
situation vs., 12–15
talk vs. action, 11–12
tracking details vs., 178
traps to avoid in achieving,
16–17

for virtual meetings, 139
and work-from-home policies,
134–135

“Paint the State” competition,
222–223

Parallel universe exercise,
159–160

“Passing on the gift ceremony,”
220

Passive agreement, 183
Past accomplishments, hiring for,

96–97
Past advancement, hiring for,

97–98
Past experience:

hiring for, 97–98
of personnel, 106–107

People, resources vs., 257–258
Performance:

and capacity, 110–112
communications as part of, 249
management of, 205–206
of teams, 105–106
tracking, and consequences,
203–205

and unstructured
conversations, 121

Personality, hiring for, 98–99
Personal role, redefining, 88–89
Personal strengths, 86–87
Personnel:
into blank-sheet org charts,
83–85

listening to, 237–239
management for problem,
102–106

previous experience of,
106–107

treatment of, 154
Personnel management, 91–108,

253–262
building loyalty with, 253
building trust with, 261–262
discovering employee’s
motivations, 258–259

hiring, seeHiring
and “imagined power,”
254–255

people vs. resources, 257–258
and previous experience of
personnel, 106–107

for problem personnel,
102–106

real-life priorities in,
259–260

and “real power,” 255–257
recognition in, 260–261

Pfeffer, Jeffrey, 11
Pherigo, Suzanne, 138
Physical incentives, 221–222
Power:
delegation of, 261
real and imagined, 254–257
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Priorities:
listening as, 241–242
real-life, 259–260
ruthless, see Ruthless priorities

Problem-solving:
hiring for creative, 95–96
and scope of problem, 16–17

Process framework, 162–163
Process manager, 203–205
Process steps:
and control points, 43–44
measuring, 38–39

Product development, 147
Productive meeting strategies,

127–131
Projects, assessments of, 88

Quantity, as metric, 36

Reactiveness, 171–172
Real-life priorities, 259–260
Reallocation, of resources, 47–49,

60
“Real power,” 255–257
Recognition:
discussing, in staff meetings,

130
of past work, 229–230
in personnel management,

260–261
Reference, checking, 99
Regular updates, 231–234
Relationships, in personnel

development, 115–116
Remote teams, see Virtual and

remote teams
Repetition, in communications,

234–235

Resistance, to listening, 242–243
Resources, 47–52

and cost of transformation,
49–52

for new transformations, xii–xiii
people vs., 257–258
reallocation of, 47–49, 60
shifting, for ruthless priorities,
184–186

Respect, for personnel, 256, 257
Responsibility, giving team

members, 93
Revenue and expense targets,

53–60
and expense reduction, 59–60
solid basis for, 56–58
unrealistic, 54–56

Risk reduction:
discussing, in staff meetings,
128

with ruthless priorities,
172–174

with unstructured
conversation, 123–124

Ross, John R., 56n
Ruthless priorities, 167–174

and busyness, 168–169
commitment to, 165–166
conflicting, 174
and reactiveness, 171–172
and risk reduction, 172–174
trade-off decisions for, 169–170

Scaling:
and busyness, 167–168
and past experience, 106–107

Scope, of transformation, 50
SEI process, 162–163
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Self-promotion, 62–63
Silos, information sharing across,

246
Situation, 12–15
“The Smart Talk Trap” (Sutton

and Pfeffer), 11
Social media, for virtual teams,

138
Speed, as metric, 36
Sponsors, 61–65

involving, in transformation, 64
and self-promotion, 62–63

Stars:
discussing, in staff meetings,
130

hiring, 99–102
Status meetings, 125–131

alternatives to, 126–127
and laughter, 131
problems with, 125–126
productive meeting strategies,
127–131

Strategy:
implementing vs. studying,
188–190

and resources, 48–49
sponsors supporting, 63–64

Structured communication, 248
Succession development, 114–115
Support, from sponsors, 61–62
Sutton, Bob, 11

Talk:
action vs. for outcomes, 11–12
strategy without execution as,
xii

Teams, 69–77
building exercises for, 136–137

creating right, 71–74
dealing with job changes in,
76–77

effects of wrong, 70–71
indecision by, 189
and managers, 74–76
performance of, 105–106
role of, in transformations, 7–8
virtual and remote, see Virtual
and remote teams

Tech writers, 147
Telling, communication vs.,

210–211
Timeline:
creation of, 29–30
for mid-term checkpoints,
26–27

The Tipping Point (Malcolm
Gladwell), 201

Top-down communications,
227–236

consistency in, 234–235
for initial buy-in, 228–231
by leadership team, 235–236
regular updates, 231–234

Tracking:
of outcomes vs. details, 178
of performance, 203–205
of status, 127

Trade-off decisions:
and conflict, 184–186
for ruthless priorities, 169–170

Transformation(s), 3–8
change vs., xiv–xv
commitment to new, 164–166
connecting performance with,
111–112

involving sponsors in, 64
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Transformation(s) (Continued )
leaders’ role in, 6–7, 76
resources and cost of, 49–52
strategies for middle of, 5–6
teams’ role in, 7–8

Trust, 261–262
Tutto fa brodo (everything makes

soup), 225

Unrealistic revenue and expense
targets, 54–56

Unstructured conversation,
119–124

and engagement, 121–124
reluctance to engage in, 120
value of, 120

Updates:
reducing emails with, 250
regular, 231–234
structured, in Monmouth

University program, 248
Utopia Village, 214–217

Valor (MOVE model), xvii,
149–206

Video calls, 141
Video mail, 141
Virtual and remote teams,

133–142
leaders on, 139–142
motivation for, 136–139
and work-from-home policies,
133–136

Virtual meetings, 138–139
Visualization:

of mid-term checkpoints,
27–29

of outcome results,
15–16

of scaling, 106–107

WhatsApp, 216
Wikipedia, 56, 95
Work-from-home policies,

133–136
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